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Manufacturer:

SERES Company Ltd. for Mechanical Engineering and Trade

SERES               Ltd.E n g i n e e r i n g
Industry and Trade

Machine manufacturing, hydraulics and machine service

SRU-20 GLASS TRANSPORTER ROLLER
CONTAINER WITH SELF-LOADING SYSTEM

The container is suited to collect and transport waste glass.

Its self-loading dumping system makes the superstructure suitable for the 

emptying of waste collection bins that comply with the DIN standard.
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Information: Pécs +36 (72) 526-666, Barcs: +36 (82) 461-777

Full administration services, at request with the provision of self-propelling chassis,
with work protection qualification, with technical interrogation, putting into traffic service

and with the training of the operator. Service within 24 hours on the entire area of the country.
Supply of spare parts from our stock immediately.

Technical characteristics:
 
-  complies with the DIN 30722 standard
-  Useful volume: 20; 26; 30m3
-  Internal dimensions:
 length: 6,500mm width: 2,300mm
 height: depending on the volume: 1,350mm; 1,750mm; 2,000mm

Structural specifications

- bottom: 4mm
- side: 3mm
- side stiffeners: cold-bent from 4mm plate U 80x60
- top stiffener bar: rectangular tube 100x60x4
- rear door case: U 180 hot rolled
- rear door: tilting or double doors with door holds and 280 degrees opening angle 
- on both sides door lock: rod lock + door sill lock

Loading assembly:

-  equipped with loading mechanism on the right side
The loader is suited to empty two 60, 80, 110, 120, 240 liter,
or one 660, 770, 1100 liter bin at the same time
The hydraulics of the loader connects to the system of the base machine with a quick coupling.


